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What struck you most this week about Mike’s sermon on Psalm 67?

2

Mike talked about the Priestly Blessing that begins the psalm, ﬁrst found in Numbers 6:22-27. Read that
passage and discuss these questions:
A

From what you know of the history of Israel, what events in their past do you think would have come to
the mind of the average Israelite as examples of the face of God shining on them?

B

What events in your own past, or events described in the Bible come to your mind as examples of times
when the face of God shined on you?

C

Can you picture God smiling when He looks at you? Why, or why not?
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Read Psalm 67:3-5, and note the repeated calls for “the peoples” and “the nations” to praise and celebrate
the God of Israel. What is it about God that makes Him worthy of that praise and celebration?

4

It is a clear principle of Scripture that “God blesses us so that we may BE a blessing.” In what ways have you
seen this come true in your own life?
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5

We generally refer to the cross-cultural spread of the gospel as “missions,” and the people involved are
called “missionaries.” What has been your experience with missions and missionaries?

6

Because of technology and ease of travel, it’s never been easier in the history of the world for us to see the
fulﬁllment of Psalm 67. But there are still internal obstacles, attitude obstacles, and issues of the heart. What
do you think they are, and how might we overcome them?

7

Mike pointed out the various places around the world where Heights is involved in making Jesus known. Is
there one that stands out to you as especially exciting? Are there places where you wish we were involved?

8

Mike asked a closing question: “what is YOUR part in seeing the fulﬁllment of Psalm 67?” Do you have a
sense yet of what yours might be? What do you HOPE it might be?
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